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US Rejects Russian Ceasefire Proposal for Ukraine

By Kyle Anzalone, March 19, 2024

Russia’s attempt to broker a ceasefire in Ukraine, along the current lines of control, was met
with  a  firm  rejection  in  Washington.  US  officials  reiterated  their  stance,  stating  that  they
would only engage in talks with Moscow with Kiev’s consent.

War on Gaza: Torture, Executions, Babies Left to Die, Sexual Abuse… These Are Israel’s
Crimes

By Jonathan Cook, March 19, 2024

Hostages tortured to death. Parents executed in front of their children. Doctors beaten.
Babies murdered. Sexual assault weaponised. No, not Hamas crimes. This is part of an ever-
growing list of documented atrocities committed by Israel in the five months since 7 October
– quite separate from the carpet bombing of 2.3 million Palestinians in Gaza and a famine
induced by Israel’s obstruction of aid.

Conquest, War, Famine and Death

By Prof. Vijay Prashad, March 19, 2024

The  four  horsemen  of  the  apocalypse  described  in  the  Bible’s  Book  of  Revelation  —
Conquest, War, Famine and Death — are now galloping from one end of Gaza to the other. 

Enough Is Enough: USA Must Listen to Its Own Rational and Caring Experts on War and
Peace
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By Bharat Dogra, March 18, 2024

It  is  important to note that in the understanding of  someone who has seen the inner
workings of the political system, the impact of corporate funding, in this particular context
the funding by the powerful arms industry but in other contexts also by the oil industry, the
medical industry etc., can be so serious as to change in basic ways the policy and internal
democracy of a leading political party.

Common Sense and Lessons Learned From COVID

By Dr. Emanuel Garcia, March 18, 2024

I note that New Zealand, which counts itself among the most liberal globalist nations on the
planet, and whose citizens shake their heads at the notion of a ‘border wall’ in the United
States, is an impregnable fortress when it comes to immigration.

Polish Farmers in Ongoing Fight for Their Existence

By Julian Rose, March 18, 2024

The provocative and violent behavior of the uniformed services, whose sole task is to ensure
the peaceful conduct of the protest, is unacceptable. Recordings available to the public
confirm provocations on the part  of  the police and reveal  a number of  irregularities in the
actions taken by them.

HIV mRNA Vaccine Has Failed Phase I Trials: Dr. William Makis

By Dr. William Makis, March 18, 2024

The  entire  LNP/mRNA  Vaccine  field  is  a  fraud.  It’s  a  failed  technology  with  a  terrible  side
effect profile. The entire field now depends on the suppression of COVID-19 mRNA Vaccine
injuries & deaths, which are now in the millions (5.3 million in WHO VigiAccess alone), so we
are no longer dealing with scientists but con artists.
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